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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

THE Westminster School Coin Collection was formed in the early 1870's by the efforts 
of Dr. Charles Brodrick Scott (Headmaster 1855-83), who made large purchases from 
the British Museum and from Rollin and Feuardent, and also secured for the school 
extensive selections from the cabinets of Sir David Dundas and Mr. C. W. Williams-
Wynn; it now comprises some 1,800 coins. 

The English collection is dominated by a collection of later hammered and milled, 
particularly strong in Charles I, given by Mr. P. G. Waterfield in 1953, but there remain 
from Scott's time twenty-seven Anglo-Saxon of great interest, practically all deriving 
from two Irish finds, Delgany and Killyon Manor, the first deposited during the reign of 
Egbert and the second about 955. Seventeen are in fact from Delgany, nine are probably 
from Killyon Manor, and the remaining coin is the only survivor of a miscellaneous 
group acquired after 1876. A further eight Saxon formerly in the collection were un-
fortunately stolen from it about 1940, and have not been recovered. 

Scott had close family connexions with Ireland, and was therefore able to obtain the 
greater part of these two notable finds within a short time of their discovery; it was 
through his agency that substantial parcels from them passed into the hands of Sir John 
Evans, who published the hoards in vols, ii (1882) and v (1885), third series, of the 
Numismatic Chronicle. These publications are, however, in many ways inadequate, and 
if the school's coins are to be protected for the future, it would seem necessary that 
Evans's descriptions should be both revised and enlarged. Moreover, there has recently 
been discovered some unpublished material in the archives of the National Museum of 
Ireland, which seems to indicate that the whole question of Delgany deserves a thorough 
reappraisal. 

s. J. MARKS 

D E L G A N Y 
The size of the Delgany hoard alone—it contained over 115 coins—makes it the chief 

basis for any analysis of the English coinage in the first thirty years of the ninth century. 
Its general character is clear and not affected by the additions that can be made to 
Evans's publication; it is overwhelmingly English in composition, containing not a single 
Carolingian denier and only one foreign coin. The greater part of the hoard comes 
from Kent. The discovery of such coins on the east coast of Ireland, a district well out-
side the effective circulation of the Anglo-Saxon penny at that date,1 requires a good 
deal of explanation, and this Evans was not unwilling to provide. He evolved the theory 

1 Cf. BNJ XXVII. iii (1957), pp. 459-66. 
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that this was part of the loot carried off by the Viking raid on Sheppey of 832, and 
therefore suggested that the Viking invaders of England during this period operated from 
Irish and not from Scandinavian bases, an argument which he supported by the large 
number of Viking raids recorded on the south and west coasts. Apart from the probability 
that this is solely due to the strong West Saxon bias of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, two 
strong objections can be made on numismatic grounds: first, that practically no other 
hoards of this date have been found in Ireland,1 and that Mullaboden, the most im-
portant of those which have been, contains only Carolingian coins, and, secondly, that 
the actual date of the Sheppey raid was 835 and not 832.2 As will be seen from the con-
tent of the hoard, even a date of 832 is unlikely for the hoard's deposit. 

It has also been suggested that the coins formed part of an English offering to some 
Irish shrine, and that they miscarried on their journey. To this there is no prima facie 
objection, but no similar offering has yet been discovered, and until this is done it would 
be rash to maintain that the English made a habit of paying such reverence to the 
Irish saints. 

However, three documents in the National Museum of Ireland appear to indicate 
that explanation is unnecessary and that the depositor of this hoard was neither an Irish 
nor a Scandinavian Viking, but a nineteenth-century imitator of them. The story of the 
discovery given by Evans is that a workman, while repairing a readjust outside Delgany 
about the year 1874, turned over a stone and found beneath it, to quote Evans, ' a cake 
of coins massed together seemingly in one or two rouleaux'. Evans continues: 'Some of 
these were broken and others dispersed, but eventually a large proportion of them were 
brought together by the exertions of Miss Scott, to whom, and to her brother, the Rev. 
Dr. Scott, Head Master of Westminster School, I am much indebted, both for assistance 
in procuring the coins and for information as to the manner of their finding.' 

This account was written in 1882, eight years after the find and at least six since a part 
of it had passed into Evans's collection, since he refers in it to the publication of a coin 
of Cuthred from the hoard in the second edition of Hawkins (1876). Its essential honesty 
is not in doubt; Evans would not have condoned a fraud, and his informants are clearly 
above suspicion. If the Delgany provenance is not correct, it can only be because they 
were given false information. 

The first of the three documents does not conflict in any way with the published 
account; it is a letter of introduction addressed to Dr. W. Frazer, Director of the National 
Museum, and dated 21 July 1874, which runs as follows: 

Dear Doctor, 
The bearer Mr. Frank C. Burton of Delgany wishes to consult with you about a great find of Saxon 

coins found near his gate at Delgany—will you please see him and take him in your hands and put 
him right. 

Yours ever, 
E. Clibbon.3 

The second is a memorandum by Dr. Frazer, undated, but meant to be taken in con-
junction with the preceding letter. 

1 Mullaboden and Cushendall (which contained 
only two coins) are the only published hoards de-
posited in Ireland before the reign of Alfred. Single 
finds are equally rare. 

2 Dorothy Whitelock (ed.), English Historical 
Documents, i (1955), p. 172. 

3 Secretary of the Royal Irish Academy. 
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These Saxon coins were said to be got at Richview House, Delgany, on a hill about 8 inches below 
the surface when the hole was originally cut some 8 feet. Discovered by a child and arranged in rouleaux. 
Shown me by Capt Frank Burton, 1st Bengal Cavalry. 

I could not arrive at the facts of this alleged find, but believe it was a skilful plant of some clever 
person. The collection was too good and too full of rareties to be a genuine affair. ^ Frazer 

Not only does Frazer state that in his opinion the hoard was bogus, but he also gives 
an account of the discovery which, although more detailed, differs materially from that 
furnished by Evans. The hoard is discovered by a child, not a workman, and is not 
revealed by the casual lifting of a stone, but found eight inches down an eight-foot hole; 
this hole is on a hill in the grounds of a private house, and no mention is made of the 
road that figures in Evans's account. It might well be assumed that Captain Burton was 
not content to plant the hoard or have it planted, but, finding his first story disbelieved, 
became intentionally more vague to prevent it being checked. 

An examination of these documents reveals three points in particular which arouse 
suspicion: the fact that the descriptions of the find-spot differ, the fact that Dr. Frazer 
could no t ' arrive at the facts of the find', and the fact that Frazer suspected it on purely 
numismatic grounds. There would seem to exist a powerful case for rejecting the hoard, 
even if it were not completely out of place in the pattern of contemporary hoard-
distribution. 

Yet the possibility that the coins were assembled from various sources with the intent 
to deceive can be ruled out, because the coins which claim to come from Delgany are 
noticeably consistent in date and patina. It certainly is a hoard, and the only explanation 
for its presence in Ireland, if it was not found there, is that transportation to Ireland 
would evade English treasure-trove restrictions, which hardly seems probable in view 
of the apparent purposelessness with which the coins were dispersed. 

It would be more reasonable to explain the discrepancies by the fact that the find was 
accompanied by the confusion characteristic of Ireland in the nineteenth century, and 
this view is partially borne out by the third document. It is a letter dated 10 November 
1874 and headed 'Meteorological Office. 116 Victoria Street, London S.W.' The writer 
is Dr. Scott's younger brother, Robert (1833-1916), Secretary of the Meteorological 
Office and a Fellow of the Royal Society. 
Dear Dr. Frazer, 

I am very much interested about a find of coins wh. was made last summer near my brother's place 
at Delgany, and I should be very glad if you could give me any information about the matter. 

Have you any idea how many coins were originally found? and whether or not any were disposed 
of in Dublin? Are there any still for sale? A Mr. Coffey brought some to the British Museum, saying 
he had bought them in Dublin. Do you know who or what he is? A Capt. Burton took some to Dublin 
and brought some back, but we do not know whether or not he brought back all that he took. 

As I know you take an interest in such matters I venture to bother you with such a lot of questions, 
and I should further be very much obliged if, in case you saw any of the coins, you remember if there 
were any of special value among them. I have asked Aquilla Smith who tells me that he saw some of the 
coins at the B.M.1 A friend of mine has got some more, and we want if possible to put all about the 
find on record. 

My days for getting minerals are over, as the weather keeps one considerably engaged as you may 
well imagine. 

I hope you will pardon this very troublesome letter 
Yrs. very truly 

Robert H. Scott 
1 The British Museum did not in fact acquire any coins from Mr. Coffey. 
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The important sentence here is that which mentions Captain Burton's visit to Dublin; 
it indicates that the whole hoard was not in his possession, and it also seems that Robert 
Scott's 'friend' (possibly his brother) did not deal with Burton. Burton did not in fact 
live at Richview House, which had belonged since at least 1860 to the Misses M. B. 
and E. Keoghoe.1 Their tenant in 1874 was a certain Mr. John Buckley; if Mr. Buckley 
had found the coins, Dr. Frazer's inability to obtain full details could be explained by 
the fact that Burton himself had only a second-hand knowledge of the find. Neither his 
nor Scott's account need then have been an entirely accurate report. 

Frazer's third point—that 'the collection was too good and too full of rareties to be 
a genuine affair'—is perhaps the easiest to dispose of. Before 1874 no major find of this 
period had been fully published, and Frazer was no doubt aware of the multiplicity of 
forgeries in this series; a hoard which doubled the number of known coins of Baldred, 
and revolutionized the study of Kentish issues in general, was hardly likely to be re-
garded very favourably, at least at first sight, by the authorities, and the reasons which 
Frazer gave bear out the view that he thought the coins were forgeries. He does not 
suggest that the place or date of deposit is unlikely, and he made no recorded protest 
when the hoard was eventually published. 

It is true that Delgany is a most unlikely place for such a hoard to be found. But is 
the alternative preferable ? Did someone convey the hoard over from England to avoid 
English treasure-trove restrictions and then dispose of it, not to any recognized collector 
but to Dr. Scott, his sister, and Captain Burton ? Or did Captain Burton himself do this 
and then ask the National Museum for guidance about the hoard's disposal? 

Nothing can be said for certain, but those who want to disbelieve the Delgany prove-
nance must bear in mind that the evidence does not necessarily suggest a fraud, and that 
both accounts are agreed that the hoard was found at Delgany, that it was arranged in 
rouleaux, and that it was discovered in the course of excavations. 

To turn to the coins themselves, both the date of deposit and the origin of the hoard 
stand in need of clarification. An interesting result of B. H. I. H. Stewart and C. S. S. 
Lyon's reassessment of the coinage of this period is that Delgany, which has long been 
regarded as ' the most essentially Kentish hoard of which we have any record' now takes 
a decidedly second place in ' Kentishness' to the relevant portion of the Middle Temple 
find, its proportion of Canterbury issues of Coenwulf to his other issues being much less 
overwhelming. Delgany, too, supplies over half of the pre-Wiglaf coins now attributed 
to the London mint; none were present in the Middle Temple, Blandford, or Sevington 
finds, and only one other has a recorded find-spot—a coin of Ceolwulf, moneyer /Elhun, 
found in Bedfordshire.2 A hoard that contains more coins of the London mint than one 
actually found in London can hardly be described as entirely Kentish, and it would be 
fairer to call it a ' Thames Estuary' hoard. 

The principal objection to saying that this is anything other than a Kentish hoard is 
that there are no coins of Athelstan of East Anglia present, the abundance of which in 
the Middle Temple find makes their absence here all the more striking; this is easily 
explained by the fact that the hoard was not deposited nearly as late as 835 (the corrected 
date for the sack of Sheppey). There are no coins of Archbishop Ceolnoth present, and 
the removal of the anonymous archiepiscopal coinage from the interregnum of 833 leaves 

1 Information kindly supplied by Mr. Etienne 2 Lockett 381 ex Evans. 
Rynne of the National Museum at Dublin. 
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Egbert's 'Dorob C ' monogram type as the latest represented;1 this is a copious issue, 
and a hoard which contains only two examples of it and yet is otherwise so rich must have 
been deposited within a short time of its introduction, which the absence from this find 
of any coins issued by Wiglaf or Egbert at the London mint suggests was before 828. 
Nothing else in the hoard is at the moment dated after 826. 

This argument is supported by the fact that one of the monogram coins in Delgany 
is of the moneyer Bosel (PI. II. 17). Stylistically Bosel is considerably the inferior of 
Oba and Diormod, 'Dorob C' moneyers who also struck for Baldred, and he strikes 
late 'Dorob C' coins of a type otherwise struck only by Biornmod, a moneyer who con-
tinued into the reign of ^Ethelwulf; this coin (in the Westminster School collection) is 
presumably an early one, since its inner circles are plain and not beaded, and its lettering 
is still quite large, but if the monogram coinage began c. 830, it would still date nearer 
835 than 830, and this is forbidden by the other coins in the hoard. To sum up. If the 
evidence of Delgany has any validity, the monogram coinage must be considered to 
have begun well before 830 as well as continuing down to 839; this would mean a date 
of deposit for Delgany c. 826-30, and probably before Wiglaf started to strike at 
London. 

The hoard contained, as Evans himself admitted, a considerably larger number of 
coins than were published. A few of those he omitted can now be identified, and 
fortunately do not affect the essential outlines of the find. A note in the Montagu Sale 
Catalogue on a coin of Baldred (lot 293) indicates that the coin came from a Sotheby's 
sale (Roach Smith and others) of 3-4 July 1891, and that it had formed part of the Miss 
Scott collection and the Delgany find; there can be little doubt that not only this coin 
but all those in that portion of the sale (lots 272-9) were Miss Scott's. The first, a coin 
of Epaticcus, can be linked with another formerly in the Westminster School collection, 
to which it was presented in 1874; the next five lots are all of the Delgany period, and 
contain a coin of Cuthred, moneyer Eaba, with a description agreeing with that of a coin 
starred by Evans as not having been seen by him; a coin of Coenwulf, moneyer Lul, of 
a type exceptionally common in Delgany; the above-mentioned coin of Baldred; and 
two coins of Archbishop Wulfred. Lot 278 is composed of four coins probably from 
the Killyon Manor find, and lot 279 is almost certainly from Miss Scott's collection 
because it includes fragments of coins of Coenwulf.2 

To these can be added a coin of Archbishop ^Ethelheard, now in the National 
Museum of Scotland, acquired by Lord Grantley in Dublin and said to be from Delgany, 
and another coin of Archbishop Wulfred, moneyer Swefherd, may also be included. 
This was sold in the Murdoch sale (lot 39) as from a 'Find in Ireland', and Mr. Dolley 
knows of no other find from which it could have come; Swefherd is a moneyer un-
recorded by Ruding, and, although specimens occurred in the Cuff and Loscombe sales, 
his present comparative commonness dates only from after the discovery of Delgany, 
where at least four specimens were present. But, until the present whereabouts of this 
coin are discovered, its addition to Delgany can only remain a possibility. 

These are not the only omissions; no less than six coins in the Westminster collection 

1 C. E. Blunt, 'The coinage of Ecgbeorht, King of 
Wessex, 802-839', BNJ xxvm. iii (1957), pp. 467-76. 

2 The remaining coins in the lot are a coin of 
/Ethelred II, Second Hand type, and two of Edward 

the Confessor, types unstated. AH three are of the 
Ipswich mint, but not even the first can have come 
from the Ipswich (1863) find which was composed 
entirely of coins of the First Hand issue. 
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were left out by Evans, and others may well have been. Not even all the unstarred coins 
in Evans's list were in his own collection: the Ethelmod of Eadberht Praen has been 
shown to be the specimen sold at the Marsham sale of 1888;1 an Ethelmod of OfTa and 
an Oba of Baldred (although this Evans stars), which occur in the same sale, are almost 
certainly from Delgany, and a further six coins fit descriptions given by Evans of coins 
the later fate of which is unknown. Evans may not have published all Marsham's coins, 
but an obvious suspect, a London coin of Ceolwulf, moneyer Aelhun (BMA 103 ex 
Marsham 80), has a dark brown patina not typical of Delgany, and further speculation 
would be unwise. 

L I S T O F C O I N S F O U N D A T D E L G A N Y 

In view of the fact that Evans's publication can only be available to a few, and that 
it is in any case incomplete, an attempt has been made in the following list to record 
the types, weights, and subsequent history (when known) of all coins present at Delgany. 
Coins have been arranged in mints according to B. H. I. H. Stewart and C. S. S. Lyon's 
classification; totals for the various mints are: 

Canterbury 
Rochester 
London 
East Anglia 
Papal 

77 coins 
10 coins 
12 coins 
17 coins 

1 coin 

which make a total of 117 coins, with the addition of three fragments (Sotheby's 3.7.1891, 
lot 279). 

Every important moneyer who struck for Coenwulf is represented, with the not imme-
diately significant exception of Wihtred. Perhaps the most interesting feature is the 
presence of two coins of Eadberht Praen in a hoard deposited at least thirty years after 
his deposition, which would suggest that these coins were not quite as rare as the number 
of known specimens indicates. 

The last column in the list contains the number of the coin in Evans's list; numbers 
asterisked refer to coins which Evans had not himself examined, although he is not 
altogether consistent about this. 

K I N G D O M OF K E N T 

EADBERTH 
PRAEN 

CUTHRED 

Name in three lines Babba 

Name in three lines 

Cross and wedges 

Cross/cross moline 

Cross/tribrach 
Tribrach/tribrach 

17-3 Bagnall ex Ryan 585 ex Grantley 
(chipped) 879 ex Evans. 

Ethelmod 18* Blunt ex Lockett 325 ex Drabble 1 
(chipped) 342 ex Bruun 36 ex Bascom 13 

ex Astronomer 78 ex Mon-
tagu 285 ex Marsham 50. 

Sigeberht 21-5 BMA 160 ex Evans. 1 
Sigeberht 21-2 Westminster School. (PI. II. 2) — 

Eaba 20-2 Westminster School. (PI. II. 1) *3 
(chipped) 

Eaba Sotheby's 3.7.1891, lot 273. *4 
Seberht 21-2 BMA 162 ex Evans. 2 

1 BNJ XXVIII. ii (1956), pp. 243 ff. 
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(Rochester) 

ANONYMOUS 

'DRVR CITS' 
Cross/cross moline 

and pellets 
Cross/cross 

Diormod 21-4 BMA 164 ex Evans. 
Oba 19-3 ?BMA 172 ex Evans ex Montagu 

(chipped) 294 ex Marsham 55. 
Sigestef 20 Lockett 3549 ex Grantley 890 ex 

Evans. 
Swefherd 20-3 BMA 176 ex Evans. 

Cross/cross and pall Tidbearht 
(slightly chipped) 

Cross moline 
Wedges from circle 

DOROBERNIA 
CIVITAS' 

Dunun 
Ethelmod 

Oba 

Sigestef 

Swefherd 

Swefherd 
Werheard 

19-1 
20-4 
19-6 
18-5 

19-4 
21-0 

20-4 
(chipped) 

21-3 

21-0 

BMA 177 ex Evans. 
Westminster School. (PI. II. 3) 
BMA 166 ex Evans. 
BMA 167 ex Evans ex Montagu 

293 ex Sotheby's 3.7.1891, lot 
274. 

BMA 168 ex Evans. 
BMA 184 ex Evans. 

Lockett 2635 ex P. Carlyon-
Britton 1619 ex Evans. 

BMA 187 ex Evans. 

1 
* 4 

5 

6 

7 

3 

Westminster School. (PI. II. 4) — 

COENWULF 

Name in three lines/ 
Name in two lines 

Name in three lines/ Ethelmod 
Name in three lines 

K I N G D O M O F M E R C I A 

Wilhun 

Name in three lines/ 
Name in angles of 
cross 

Eama 

19-1 ? P. Carlyon-Britton 273 ex 
Murdoch 17 ex Montagu 208 
ex Marsham 61. 

Westminster School (missing). 

M/tribrach Diola — 32 
Duda 21-0 BMA 99 ex Evans. 33 

(chipped) 
Duda — 34 
Ethelmod — 35 
Ludaman — 36 
Wend- 20-0 Grantley 852 ex Evans. 37 

wine 
Cross and wedges Beornfrith 22-0 BMA 52 ex Evans. 11 

Eaba Grantley 840 ex Evans. 8 
Eaba 21-0 Westminster School. (PI. II. 9) *41 

As above, but crosses Oba 19-0 ?BM ex Lockett 3582 ex Drabble 10a 
in legend Oba 326 ex Evans. 106 and c 

Cross flory Diormod — 22 
Tidbearht 20-5 Westminster School. (PI. II. 10) 20a 
Tidbearht Napier 6 ex Evans. 20 b 
Tidbearht — 20c and cl 
Tidbearht — 21 
Werheard 15-8 BMA 88 ex Evans. 23 

(chipped) 
Werheard Mack. 24 

Cross moline Diormod 20-4 Lockett 371 ex Evans. 13 
Oba 19-0 Agnew ex Grantley 841 ex Evans 14a 
Oba 20-9 Bruun 24 ex P. Carlyon-Britton 146 

(chipped) 879 ex Evans. 
As above, but with Oba 19-3 Grantley 844 ex Evans. 15a 

crosses in legend Oba — 156 crosses in legend 
Oba Westminster School (missing). *40 

C 1376 
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(Rochester) 

(London) 

(East Anglia) 

CEOLWULF I 

(Rochester) 

(London) 

(East Anglia) 

Cross of crescents Dealla ?BM ex Lawrence (1950 3.3.23). *38 
Tidbearht 19-8 BMA 83 ex Evans. 18 

(chipped) 
Cross crosslet Dealla 20-0 Lockett 3580 ex Evans. 2 a 

Dealla 21-0 Westminster School. (PI. II. 8) 2b 
(chipped) 

As above, but with Dealla 20-75 Rhodes ex Ryan 621 ex Evans. 1 a 
crosses in legend Dealla (chipped) — lb 

Cross fourchee Swefherd 18-5 BMA 80 ex Evans. 16 
A-type Sigestef 20-2 BMA 79 ex Evans. 19 

(chipped) 
Cross ending in Dunn (fragment) Blunt ex Lawrence. *43 

crescents Ealhstan 19-0 BMA 69 ex Evans. 17 
Cross and wedges Ealhstan 17-8 BM ex Lockett 372 ex Evans. 9 
Cross crosslet Ealhstan 18-7 BMA 70 ex Evans. 7 
Cross crosslet jElhun 21-5 BMA 72 ex Evans. 6 

yElhun 21-9 Westminster School. (PI. II. 11) *42 
Ceolheard 22-3 BM ex Lockett 367 ex Grantley 4 a 

848 ex Evans. 
Ceolheard 21-8 Westminster School. (PI. II. 13) 4 b 
Ceolheard 20-1 BMA 53 ex Evans. 5 a 
Ceolheard — 5b 

Cross and wedges Ciolheard 21-8 Westminster School. (PI. II. 12) *39 
Cross moline Ciolheard 18-5 BMA 55 ex Evans. 12 
Quatrefoil Lul 20-6 BMA 75 ex Evans. 25 

Lul 19-0 Lockett 2652 ex Evans. 26 
Lul 19-5 Grantley 845 ex Evans. 27 
Lul 22-0 Dresser ex Grantley 846 ex Evans. 28 
Lul 19-3 Grantley 847 ex Sotheby's — 

3.7.1891, lot 275. 
Cross crosslet Hereberht 18f Lockett 3582 ex Evans. 3 
Star of pellets Hereberht 19-9 BMA 73 ex Evans. 31 
Lozenge Wodel 18-7 BMA 94 ex Evans. 29 
Beaded cross Wodel 22-2 BMA 95 ex Evans. 30 
Cross crosslet/cross Oba 21-5 Westminster School. (PI. II. 14) — 

moline 
Cross crosslet/cross Sigestef 19-9 BMA 121 ex Evans. 9 

crosslet 
A-type Sigestef 20-7 BMA 114 ex Evans. 3 
A-type Ealhstan 20-J- Lockett 380 ex Grantley 857 ex la 

Evans. 
Ealhstan — lb 
Eanwulf 18-0 Blunt ex Ryan 634 ex Drabble 2 

(chipped) 333 ex Evans. 
Cross crosslet Ceolheard 19-3 Blunt ex Ryan 635 ex Grantley 4 

(chipped) 855 ex Evans. 
Ciolbald 21-5 BMA 104 ex Evans. 5 
Ciolbald 21-9 Westminster School. (PI. II. 15) — 

ORV/Four small Ceolheard 21-5 BMA 119 ex Evans. 8 
crosses 

Three-line type Eadgar 20i Blunt ex Ryan 638 ex Grantley 10 
859 ex Evans. 

Eadgar m Lockett 385 ex Evans. 11 
Hereberht 20$ Lockett 2661 ex H. C. Miller ex 6 a 

Evans. 
Hereberht — 6b 
Wodel m Drabble 334 ex Evans. 1 
Wodel 20-7 Westminster School (PI. II. 16) — 
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BEORNWULF Cross crosslet Eadnoth (fragment) Blunt ex Grantley 862 ex Evans. 1 

(East Anglia) Monna 18-9 BMA 126 ex Evans. 2 

K I N G D O M OF W E S S E X 

ECGBEORHT Cross pattee 

(Canterbury) 'Dorob C ' 

Swefherd (fragment) BM ex Lawrence ex P. Carlyon-
Britton 1634 ex Evans. 

Bosel 
Diormod 

21- Westminster School. (PI. II. 17) 

A R C H B I S H O P R I C OF C A N T E R B U R Y 

AETHILHEARD 

WULFRED 

ANONYMOUS 

EP/M 

'Dorobernia' 
monogram 

Saeberht 

Saeberht 
Saeberht 

Swefherd 
Swefherd 
Swefherd 
Swefherd 

'Dorobernia Civitas' Luning 

Luning 

Swefherd 

20-5 

21-2 
(broken) 

22£ 

18-4 

19-3 
(chipped) 

20-8 
(chipped) 

Edinburgh ex Grantley 893 ex 
Prof. D. O'Sullivan. 

Westminster School. (PI. II. 6) 

Lockett 334 ex Evans. 
Grantley ex Sotheby's 3.7.1891, 

lot 276—but not in Grantley 
sale. 

Westminster School. (PI. II. 7) 
Sotheby's 3.7.1891, lot 277. 

Murdoch 39 (unless one of the 
above). 

Bruun 44 ex Napier 16 ex Evans. 

Westminster School. (PI. II. 5) 

Fragment reading DOROBERNIA— 
untraced. 

la 

lb 

2 a 
2b 

2c and d 

P A P A L 

Sambon, p. 122, no. — BM ex Miss Scott. 
758, 1 (as Leo VIII) 

Collections, &c., referred to above 
Agnew: T. S. Agnew, Esq. 
Astronomer: (F. McLean). Sotheby 1906. 
Bagnall: A. E. Bagnall, Esq. 
Bascom: G. J. Bascom. Sotheby 1914. 
BMA: Anglo-Saxon Acquisitions of the British Museum. NC 1922, pp. 214-44; NC 1923, pp. 243-59. 
Blunt: C. E. Blunt, Esq. 
Bruun: L. E. Bruun. Sotheby 1925. 
Carlyon-Britton: P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton. Sotheby 1913, 1916, 1918. 
Drabble: G. C. Drabble. Glendining 1939 and 1943. 
Dresser: Mr. J. L. Dresser. 
Edinburgh: National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland, Edinburgh. 
Evans: Sir John Evans. 
Grantley: Lord Grantley. Glendining 1944. 
Lawrence: the late Dr. L. A. Lawrence. 
Lockett: R. C. Lockett. Glendining 1955, &c. 
Mack: Commander R. P. Mack. 
Marsham: Hon. R. Marsham. Sotheby 1888. 
Montagu: H. Montagu. Sotheby 1895, 1896, 1897. 
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Murdoch: J. G. Murdoch. Sotheby 1903. 
Napier: Prof. A. S. Napier. Sotheby 1916. 
Rhodes: N. G. Rhodes, Esq. 
Ryan: V. J. E. Ryan. Glendining 1952. 

The seventeen coins from Delgany in the Westminster School collection represent a 
careful selection from the find by Dr. Scott, and are listed in Scott's manuscript cata-
logue with the coins from Killyon Manor under the heading 'from finds in Wicklow and 
Meath, 1875'; two others given at the same time were stolen from the collection about 
1940, but their descriptions are recorded in Dr. Scott's catalogue and in a catalogue 
compiled by the Rev. R. S. Chalk in 1924. Six are unpublished by Evans, and among 
them one, a coin of Ceolwulf, moneyer Oba, presents a new type for the reign. 

The coins listed below are illustrated on PI. II and numbered 1-17. 

K I N G D O M OF K E N T 
1. + CVBREDREX Cross pattee within beaded circle. 

+ EABA Cross moline dividing legend, voided in centre, with small cross within voiding. 
Wt . 20-2 gr. (chipped). Die-axis - > JVC 1882. 3. 

This coin is a die-duplicate of the only other known specimen, BMA 159. 
2. - f c v D R E D R E X CANT Bust r. d i v i d i n g l e g e n d . 

+ SIGEBERIJTIMONETA Cross pomrnee over cross saltire. 
Wt. 21-2 gr. Die-axis j Unpublished. 

This is an unrecorded, but not unexpected variety; although other coins of Sigeberht 
for Cuthred display a distinctive form of drapery like that on coins of Offa, and an un-
divided legend, his coins for Coenwulf are of precisely this type. No reverse die-identity 
has, however, been traced. The bust is most akin to Canterbury coins of the moneyer 
Duda. 
3. +BELDREDREXCANJ Cross pattee. 

+TIDBEARHT Cross pattee with one limb Y-shaped. 
Wt. 20-4 gr. Die-axis Unpublished. 

Tidbearht is a prolific Canterbury moneyer during this reign, and the type has been 
known since a specimen was found in Suffolk shortly before 1852.1 Evans believed that 
the cross with Y-shaped limb represented the metropolitan pall of Canterbury. 

4. +SIGESTEFMONETA Diademed head r. 
.'. -DOROB ERNIAC IVITAS .". 

Wt. 21-1 gr. (chipped). Die axis —> Unpublished. 

A die-duplicate of Hunterian Sylloge no. 390, a coin overlooked in the first edition of 
Brooke, but illustrated in Ruding. 

A R C H B I S H O P R I C OF C A N T E R B U R Y 
5. +LVNINGMONETA 

.'. -DOROB ERNIAC IVITAS .'. 
Wt. 20-8 gr. (chipped). Die-axis | Probably JVC 1882. 8. 

The usual reverse type for Wulfred's 'Dorobernia Civitas' anonymous issue has •+• 
instead of .'. above the legend, and the s of CIVITAS in a fourth line, but this is not the 
only exception to the rule. The two anonymous issues are clearly closely connected. 

1 NC XV, p . 103. 
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6. + VVLFREDA RCHIEPI Tonsured bust facing, three pellets each side. 
+SAEBERHTMONETA 'Dorobe rn ia ' monogram. 
Wt. 21-2 gr. (broken). Die-axis - > NC 1882. 1. 

The monogram type was the only type of Archbishop Wulfred present at Delgany. 
The two Westminster coins are of the ordinary variety with a large bust dividing the 
legend and obverse legend ARCHIEPI, but there was also present the smaller, neater 
variety with a pellet on either side of the bust and legend ARCHIEPISCOPI 

7. + V V L F R E D A RCHIEPI Tonsured bust facing, three pellets each side. 
+SVVEFHERDMONETA 'Dorobern ia ' monogram. 
Wt. 18-4 gr. Die-axis NC 1882. 2. 

K I N G D O M OF MERCIA 
8. + COENVVLFREXM Bare-headed bust r. within inner circle. 

+ DEALLAMONETA Cross crosslet with pellets at angles. 
Wt. 21-0 gr. (slightly chipped). Die-axis f NC 1882. 2. 

Dealla is the only moneyer to strike this bust, but in all other ways he is impeccably 
'Canterbury' in style. He is also practically the only moneyer of Coenwulf's who struck 
for Coenwulf alone. 

9. + COENVVLF- REXM Diademed bust r. within inner circle. 
+ EABAMONETA Cross pommee over cross saltire. 
Wt. 21 0 gr. Die-axis | NC 1882. 41. 

Eaba is a rare moneyer for this reign, striking only the 'tribrach' and 'cross and 
wedges' types. The big-nosed and large-eyed bust is very similar to that on such coins 
of Cuthred as Lockett 326; the closeness of the connexion is established by the fact that 
this coin is actually from an altered Cuthred die. The v under the o of COENVVLF and 
the T under the M are just visible on the photograph, while an examination of the coin 
itself reveals the c of CANT under the R of REX, and the x of REX under the F. of COENVVLF. 
The alteration must be ancient. 

10. + COENVVLFREXM Diademed bust r. within inner circle. 
+ T I D B E A R H T MONETA 'Noughts and crosses' board. 
Wt. 20-5 gr. Die-axis < - NC 1882. 20. 

11. + COENVVLF REXM Bust r. with beaded hair within inner circle. 
+AE.L-HVN. Cross crosslet. N o inner circle. 
Wt. 21-9 gr. Die-axis f NC 1882. 42. 

Three Coenwulf coins of the London mint are in the collection; this, the first, is the 
notorious 'Huntael' coin, the misreading of which by Scott led both Evans and Keary 
to include 'Huntael' in their list of moneyers. The small bust with beaded hair and 
perhaps a diadem, the straight nose, and the simple drapery differ greatly from ^Elhun's 
other coins, but the fundamental London connexion is asserted by the great resemblance 
to coin (13) below, in lettering (e.g. the LF of COENVVLF) and in the reverse cross. 

12. -F COENVVLF R . E . X . M Diademed bust r. within inner circle. 
+ C . IOL . HEARDMON Cross and wedges within inner circle. 
Wt. 21-8 gr. Die-axis j NC 1882 ? 5. 

The bust on this coin is directly copied from that on the portrait coinage of Cuthred 
(cf. above coin (2)), and its legend CIOLHEARD also suggests an early date, since the main 
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body of this moneyer's coins for Coenwulf and Ceolwulf read CEOLHEARD. The reverse 
type, too, is similar to that on coins of Cuthred. 

13. + C O E N W L F REXM Diademed bust r. 
+ CEOLHEARDM Cross crosslet. 
Wt. 21-8 gr. Die-axis NC 1882. 4. 

Although basically similar to Lockett 367, also from Delgany, the prominence of the 
nose and the massive chin are far more similar to Lockett 370 (moneyer iElhun); the nose 
is of exceptional length. The type is clearly not derived from any Canterbury prototype. 

14. + CIOLVVLFREXM Cross crosslet 
+ o B A divided by four limbs of cross moline springing f rom central circle, within which cross 

and pellets. 
Wt. 21-5 gr. Die-axis •*- Unpublished. 

A new type for Ceolwulf. The reverse is all but a die-duplicate of coins struck for 
Baldred by this moneyer, while the obverse is of a type so far known only for Sigestef, 
apparently Ceolwulf's only other Canterbury moneyer. This is also the only coin of Oba 
on which the legend reads CIOLVVLF as opposed to CEOLWLF. 

15. + CIOLVVLFREX Diademed bust with long hair r. within inner circle. 
CIOLBALD Cross crosslet within inner circle. 
Wt. 21-9 gr. Die-axis j Unpublished. 

From the same dies as BMA 104, also from Delgany. Another London coin. 

16. + C E O L W L F REXM Crude bust r. within inner circle. 
-j- POD DELMO NETA divided by two lines with hooked ends. 
Wt. 20-7 gr. Die-axis Unpublished. 

The crudeness of the bust is no uncommon feature on coins struck in East Anglia, 
but this particular variety with an enormous eye and dotted hair seems new. The neat-
ness of the reverse comes as a distinct surprise; Wod(d)el's reverses in general stand apart 
from the common run by their use of a more elegant initial cross and the full MONETA. 

K I N G D O M OF WESSEX 
17. + E C G B E A R HTREX Bust r. within inner circle. 

+ BOSELMONETV •: • ' D o r o b C ' monogram. 
Wt. 21-8. Die-axis NC 1882. 3. 

There are at least three groups of these 'monogram' coins: those with plain inner 
circles, those with beaded inner circles, and those with a new bust and smaller lettering 
as well as beaded inner circles. This is presumably a late coin of the first group. 

Two coins from Delgany formerly in the collection are supposed to have been stolen 
from it during the school's wartime evacuation. The first is a coin of Offa, moneyer 
Eama, which must be that published by Evans as Offa no. 3; only one specimen is now 
known, but this apparently passed into the hands of its present owner before the sup-
posed date of the Westminster theft. The second coin is of Coenwulf, moneyer Oba, of 
the cross moline type with crosses dividing the legend, and its fate is entirely uncertain 
(Evans no. 40—his description is obscure). 

H. E. P A G A N 
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K I L L Y O N M A N O R 

The coins in the Westminster School collection from the Killyon Manor find are 
now only nine in number, and are hardly as spectacular as those from Delgany. They 
do, however, include an Anlaf Guthfrithsson and specimens of two otherwise un-
recorded varieties. Like the Delgany parcel, they are a fair cross-section of the hoard, 
and are in general of a high quality despite a slightly crinkled appearance. 

In Dr. Scott's catalogue, the coins from Delgany and Killyon Manor are catalogued 
together and the entry is dated 1875, the year before the accepted date of the discovery 
of the Killyon hoard; but in the headmaster's report for that year mention is made of 
only one find of coins from Ireland, that at Delgany, and there is other evidence to 
suggest that Dr. Scott catalogued both finds at the same time towards the end of 1876, 
dating his entry 1875, the year in which the majority were obtained. 

The hoard itself has already been published very fully by Sir John Evans (N.C. 3rd 
series, vol. v), and little fault can be found with his publication. But, as he himself 
admitted, he only published 85 out of the 88 coins originally found, and the three coins 
which he omitted have not up to now been identified. A clue to their identity is given by 
the lot of four coins of the period of the Killyon find which directly follows those of the 
Delgany period in the Sotheby's sale of 3-4 July 1891. 

LOT 278. Edward the Elder (Rud. 16.7) rev. VIHTMVND well preserved but cracked 
Ethelstan, legend of obverse ending TO BR, rev. REGNALD MO EFORPIC (York) (Rud. 18. 27) 

fair condition but cracked 
Eadmund (Rud. 18. 4) rev. DORVLF MO in good condition 
Eadred (Rud. 19. 10) rev. DVRMOD M— fine 

The lot was bought by the Cambridge dealer Sadd. 
The first coin is almost certainly a coin published by Evans. The description accords 

with Eadweard 7 on his list, and he states that the moneyer Wihtmund was unknown 
before the find. Since Evans in his publication queries his own description of the reverse 
type, the coin cannot have been in the Evans collection; it seems more probable to 
assume that the coin described was Miss Scott's than to think that she had another 
specimen of the same type. The other three coins are likely to be the missing pieces from 
the find; all are duplicates or near-duplicates of coins published by Evans which are 
known to have been in Evans's own collection and have now passed to the British 
Museum (BMA 525, 541, and 558). It is conceivable that the York penny of Athelstan 
is one of the coins listed as Athelstan 4 and is not a duplicate of Athelstan 5; although 
Evans mentions two coins of the type of Athelstan 4 and says that they are both in the 
Westminster School collection, only one has ever been there, and Evans may be referring 
to the Miss Scott coin as well. The type, however, is not the same, as this coin has four 
pellets round the small cross on the reverse. 

Apart from the Westminster School coins and these coins in the 1891 Sotheby's sale, 
the whole hoard seems to have passed into the possession of Sir John Evans, and later 
to have been split mainly between the British Museum and Major P. W. P. Carlyon-
Britton. Isolated examples have since appeared in the Napier, Grantley, Ryan, and 
Lockett sales; there are also two Oxford pennies in the Ashmolean Museum. 
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The coins from the Killyon Manor find in the Westminster School Collection are the 
following. They are all illustrated on PI. II. 18-26. 

1. Edward the Elder. Wt. 22-1 gr. (chipped). Die-axis f 
+;EADVVEARDREX Small cross. 
. ' . I ALHS I + + + I IAN M I .'. 

This coin is Eadweard 2, and is of 'Southern' style. The spelling of the moneyer's 
name is apparently new for this type, all other known examples reading EALHSTAN, but 
on coins of the 'Hand of Providence' type ALHSTAN is the only form found (cf. B.M.C. 
106, a coin from a similar obverse die). 

2. Athelstan. Wt. 24-2 gr. Die-axis 
+ ^ B E L S T A N REX Small cross. 

I ABEL . I + + + I VLF MO | 

Athelstan 22 on Evans's list. The moneyer Athelwulf is known at Winchester, and this 
coin, being o f ' Southern' style, may possibly have been struck there; the name, however, 
is a very common one, and Winchester can only be a suggestion. 

3. Athelstan. Wt. 21-6 gr. Die-axis f 
+ .EBELSTAN REX Bust r. 
4-EDELSIGE MONE— Small cross. 

The moneyer, Ethelsige, is not published for coins of this type, except with the mint-
signature DOR. Coins reading DOR are now attributed to Canterbury, but the small 
crown perched on the back of the head does not immediately suggest a Kentish origin 
for this coin. 

Although no Ethelsige is included in Evans's list, Evans stars a coin reading ABELVLF 
MONETA as being in the Westminster School collection, and says that it is of similar type 
to coin (2) above. No such coin has ever been in the school collection, and it is also 
improbable that a coin of the two-line type should carry so long an inscription; Evans 
seems to have confused the two coins, possibly because of an inaccurate description given 
him by Dr. Scott (who read the reverse legend ABELSTAN MONETA), or possibly the con-
fusion is only due to a misprint. In this case the Westminster coin would be Athelstan 23. 

4. Athelstan. Wt. 25-3 gr. Die-axis —> 
+/EBEL°STAN REX TO BRIT Small cross. 
+REGNAVLD MO EFORPIC Small cross. 

This is one of the examples of Athelstan 4, although the obverse legend ends BRIT 
and not BR. Regnald is a very prolific York moneyer. 

5. Athelstan. Wt. 24-2 gr. Die-axis j 
+ .EDELSTAN REX TO BR Rosette. 
+ M/ELDOMEN MO LEGC Rosette. 

Athelstan 11 in Evans's list. A typical ' North-Western' coin, this has the usual 
rosettes and the long centre-stroke to the M; it is struck on a surprisingly large flan. 

6. Eadmund. Wt. 23-0 gr. Die-axis f 
+ E A D M V N D REX E '£ Small cross. 
.'. | INGEL | + + + | GAR MO | 

Listed as Eadmund 17. Ingelgar is a well-known York moneyer throughout this 
period; on this coin the is supposed to indicate the York mint. 
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7. Eadred. Wt. 24-9 gr. Die-axis f 
+ E A D R E D RAEX (retrograde) Small cross. 
•*V I EDM I + + + I EI MOT | 

Eadred 6, although not starred in Evans's list. Mr. Dolley has suggested that the 
reverse legend is a corruption of GRIMES ; Grim is a common moneyer in the Chester 
area, and the transition from G to E is not unexpected. 

8. Eadred. Wt. 25-8 gr. Die-axis f 
EADRED REX Small cross. 
•;•;• |FROD- | O - F © JRIC M - | V > 

Eadred 9, again ' North-Western' in style. 

9. Anla fGuthf r i thsson . Wt. 18-1 gr. D i e - a x i s ^ 
+ A N L A F CVNVNCC Raven. 
+ ABELFERD MINRTI Small CTOSS. 

This coin does not appear in Dr. Scott's catalogue among the coins from Killyon 
Manor. There is, however, an Anlaf listed by Dr. Scott among certain Anglo-Saxon 
coins purchased from 'Messrs. Lincoln etc.' after 1876, and this reads MINETI, while the 
coin described here undoubtedly reads MINRTI, a spelling identical with that on the Anlaf 
listed by Sir John Evans (Anlaf 1). MINRTI is an extremely rare, if not unique, variety, 
there being no examples of it either at the British Museum or at Copenhagen, or indeed 
in any of the major collections dispersed this century, and the condition of the coin is 
very much the same as that of the Killyon coins. Evans in fact puts an asterisk by his 
description, indicating that the Killyon Anlaf is in the Westminster School collection. 
Thus there can be little doubt that this is the Killyon Anlaf, but there remains the ques-
tion of the identity of the coin Scott listed. The most probable solution is either that 
Scott omitted it by mistake from his first list, and catalogued it afterwards, or that he 
reclaimed it from Sir John Evans at a later date; it is also possible that there was at one 
time a second Anlaf in the collection reading MINETI. If this was the case, it had dis-
appeared before the compilation of the 1924 catalogue. 

One other coin from Killyon Manor was formerly in the collection, but it has now 
unfortunately disappeared. Scott describes it as follows: 

+ E A D M V N D REX Small cross. 
WILA FEMO in two lines. Rosette of pellets above and below: between lines three small crosses. 

Wilafe is a recorded ' North-Western' moneyer. 

Mr. R. H. M. Dolley has been in correspondence with Colonel A. T. S. Magan, 
C.M.G., of Killyon Manor and is informed that none of the coins from the hoard are 
preserved there but that the find-spot is known, a spot near the Holy Well in the woods 
by the front avenue and quite close to the house itself. 

O T H E R A N G L O - S A X O N COINS 
Among the coins listed by Scott as coming from 'finds in Wicklow and Meath', there 

is one blatant outsider. This is a coin of Burgred, moneyer Dudwine. Its date forbids 
its inclusion in Delgany, and there is strong ground for supposing that it was not found 
at Killyon Manor—Evans's publication is numerically precise, and it is also completely 
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uncharacteristic of tenth-century Irish finds that they should contain any pre-Alfred 
coins. No coin of Burgred has in fact been recorded from any Irish find, and, rather than 
postulate a single find near Delgany, it is more rational to assume that Dr. Scott 
acquired it thinking it was from Delgany, while it had really come from some English 
find. The problem is rendered insoluble by the fact that the Burgred had already dis-
appeared by 1924. 

At some later date Dr. Scott bought five coins from 'Messrs. Lincoln etc.'. Of these 
only one survives: 
10. 'Cunnet t i ' . Wt . 21-3 gr. Die-axis f 

CNVT REX •! • Inverted patriarchal cross with four dots between arms. 
+ CVN •! • NET •! • TI •! • Small cross with pellet in each of two angles. (PI. II. 27) 

Almost certainly from the Cuerdale hoard. It is in superb condition, and appears to 
be from the same dies as Fitzwilliam Sylloge no. 487. 

The four others have disappeared since 1924, but their descriptions have been recorded: 
(i) ALFRED REX Bust r. 

' L o n d o n i a ' monogram. 
Probably also f rom the Cuerdale find. 

(ii) + C N V T REX ANG Bust 1. with conical helmet. 
+ G R I M O L D MO EOFRV Cross with annulets in quarters. 
A BMC type XIV coin of York. 

( i i i ) + E D P E R D REX 
+ G O D P I N E ON L/EPE Cross with trefoil ends. 
Presumably a BMC type VII coin of Lewes. 

(iv) + EDPERD REX ANG Sovereign type. 
+ O S P O L D ON L/EPE Short cross with martlets in quarters. 
Also of Lewes. BMC type IX. 

Our thanks are particularly due to Mr. Dolley, Mr. Blunt, and Mr. Lyon, who have 
given us much valuable advice and assistance; to Dr. W. O'Sullivan, for permission to 
publish three documents from the archives of the National Museum of Ireland; and to 
Mr. S. J. Marks, of Westminster School, who has contributed the introduction. 

N. G. R H O D E S 
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